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ABSTRACT
Knowledge bases have become indispensable sources of informa-
tion. It is therefore critical that they rely on the latest information
available and get updated every time new facts surface. Knowl-
edge base acceleration (KBA) systems seek to help humans expand
knowledge bases like Wikipedia by automatically recommending
edits based on incoming content streams. A core step in this pro-
cess is that of identifying relevant content, i.e., filtering documents
that would imply modifications to the attributes or relations of a
given target entity. We propose two multi-step classification ap-
proaches for this task that consist of two and three binary classi-
fication steps, respectively. Both methods share the same initial
component, which is concerned with the identification of entity
mentions in documents, while subsequent steps involve identifica-
tion of documents being relevant and/or central to a given entity.
Using the evaluation platform of the TREC 2012 KBA track and
a rich feature set developed for this particular task, we show that
both approaches deliver state-of-the-art performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information filtering

Keywords
Knowledge base acceleration, cumulative citation recommendation,
information filtering

1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge bases (KB) have become indispensable sources of

information. Wikipedia, specifically, has been widely utilised in
various information access contexts. Some common uses include
named entity recognition and disambiguation [9, 11, 23], query
modeling and expansion [28, 45], question answering [1], entity
linking [20, 31], and entity retrieval [5, 13]. In many of these cases,
the role of Wikipedia is to serve as a “semantic backbone,” a repos-
itory of entities and their relations. While undoubtedly the most
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popular, Wikipedia is not unique in this capacity; recent develop-
ments in the Web of Data enable the use of domain-specific knowl-
edge [7]. Alternatively, legacy or corporate knowledge bases can
also be used to provide entities [21].

Keeping up with changes and maintaining up-to-date knowledge
is in everyone’s best interest. It, however, requires a continuous
effort to be spent by editors and content managers, and is becom-
ing increasingly demanding as information is being produced at
an ever-growing rate. Knowledge base acceleration (KBA) sys-
tems seek to help humans expand knowledge bases like Wikipedia
by automatically recommending edits based on incoming content
streams. Identifying content items (news articles, blog posts, etc.)
that may imply modifications to the attributes or relations of a given
target entity is one of the basic steps to be performed by any KBA
system. The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) has launched a
new Knowledge Base Acceleration track (TREC KBA1) in 2012,
which focused on this very problem, termed as cumulative citation
recommendation (CCR): filter a time-ordered corpus for documents
that are highly relevant to a predefined set of entities [16].

A particularly challenging aspect of the CCR task is to draw a
distinction between documents that are relevant and the ones that
are central. An informal requirement for centrality is that the doc-
ument relates directly to the target entity such that one would cite it
in the Wikipedia article of that entity. As a general rule of thumb,
this suffices for human annotators in the majority of cases, but it is
not a precise definition that can easily be captured algorithmically.
Our main research questions in this paper concern the development
of a classification pipeline and the design, evaluation, and analysis
of appropriate features for this task.

CCR can naturally be viewed as a binary classification problem.
The difficulty arises, however, that computing a potentially large
set of features for every single document-entity pair is not feasi-
ble at scale—a more efficient solution is required. Our proposed
approach consists of multiple binary classification steps. It starts
with an entity detection step that uses known surface forms of the
entity to radically reduce the number of documents to work with,
without sacrificing recall. Then, we consider two possible contin-
uations of the pipeline. According to the first method, we have a
single subsequent step in which we decide whether the document is
central or not; we refer to this as the 2-step approach. Our second
method splits centrality detection into two steps: first separating
non-relevant from relevant and then separating relevant from cen-
tral documents; we refer to this as the 3-step approach.

We consider four types of features for this particular task: (1) doc-
ument features estimate the “citation worthiness” of the document

1http://trec-kba.org
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on its own account, irrespective of the target entity; (2) entity fea-
tures are based solely on the target entity; (3) document-entity fea-
tures capture the relation between a particular document and the
target entity as well as between the document and other entities re-
lated to the target; (4) temporal features aim to determine points
in time where important events for the target entity happen, based
on the volume of entity mentions in the stream as well as based on
Wikipedia usage data.

To summarise, we make the following contributions: (1) we ad-
dress the task of centrality detection in a KBA context and propose
two multi-step classification approaches; (2) we develop four main
types of features to allow for automatic classification of documents;
(3) we perform a thorough experimental evaluation and comparison
of the two strategies, followed by an analysis of proposed features,
using the evaluation platform of the TREC 2012 KBA track. The
resources used in this paper (entity name variants, features, rele-
vance rankings, and evaluation results) are made publicly available
at http://bit.ly/13VF54D.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In the next
section we briefly review prior work from related areas. In Sec-
tion 3 we introduce the problem and data set we are studying. Next,
in Section 4, we present two multi-step classification approaches.
In Section 5, we introduce and discuss our features. This is fol-
lowed by our experimental evaluation in Section 6, and by further
analysis in Section 7. We formulate our conclusions in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
Constructing a knowledge base from the information provided in

a text collection is an effort usually referred to as knowledge base
population (KBP). The Never-Ending Language Learner (NELL)2

[10] and Open Information Extraction (OpenIE)3 [15] are two in-
teresting research efforts in this direction. The main idea behind
both NELL and OpenIE is to extract structured information from
unstructured web pages and then build a knowledge base from the
extracted data. Another related project is YAGO [19, 40] that con-
structs a knowledge base by aggregating information from multiple
sources, such as Wikipedia, Wordnet,4 and Geonames.5 In response
to the growing interest in the subject, the Text Analysis Conference
(TAC) introduced a dedicated Knowledge Base Population track in
2009 [22]. Three key components of KBP are addressed: entity-
linking, slot-filling, and cold start KBP. Out of these, entity linking
bears the most relevance to our task and we shall discuss it next.

The entity linking task is defined as follows: given an entity and
a document containing a mention of the entity, identify and link the
corresponding node in the knowledge base. This task has been stud-
ied extensively previously in both monolingual [14, 38] and cross-
lingual [27, 42] contexts. Another related evaluation effort is the
Link-the-Wiki track that ran at INEX with the aim of developing
a standard methodology for the evaluation of link discovery [20].
Given a text document, the goal is to recommend a set of incom-
ing and outgoing links from anchor text to the best entry point in
other documents in the collection. Wikify! [31] and Wikipedia-
Miner [32] take these approaches one step further by performing
both the detection of entity mentions and their linking to the corre-
sponding Wikipedia article. Meij et al. [29] propose an approach to
analyse queries submitted to search engines, automatically identify
concepts that are related to the queries, and then link the queries

2http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/.
3http://ai.cs.washington.edu/projects/
open-information-extraction.
4http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
5http://www.geonames.org/

to DBpedia6 entries. In another work, Meij et al. [30] suggest a
method to automatically identify what microblog posts are about
by first determining concepts that are related to them and then gen-
erating corresponding links to Wikipedia articles. The CCR task
we are investigating inherently has an entity identification element
to it; this, we address as a separate step. Entity disambiguation,
however, is addressed implicitly, as part of the centrality detection.

Information filtering is a research area that is also closely re-
lated to our work. It refers to managing large information flows
from a stream of documents with the ultimate goal to capture infor-
mation about the user’s interest and use it to provide an improved
service to her [34]. Typical early approaches represent the user’s
interests by a list of “profile queries” [18] or treat information fil-
tering as a specialised text classification task [33]. Later methods
range from network-based profiling [35] to personalised delivery of
microblog messages to users [39]. CCR differs from traditional fil-
tering tasks in two main aspects. First, topics are entities, described
by semistructured articles in a knowledge base. Second, the stream
nature of the task implies that entities may evolve over time and a
previously non-relevant document may be relevant at a later time.

Topic detection and tracking (TDT) is concerned with the devel-
opment of techniques for finding and following events in broadcast
news stories. Specific tasks include novelty detection (detecting
new events), topic tracking (monitoring events throughout time),
and topic detection (organising news stories as they arrive) [2]. The
main focus in this context is on discovering and threading topically
related content in data streams. From a sufficient distance, both
TDT and CCR are about identifying “interesting” documents in a
stream corpus. Nevertheless, TDT has a very strong focus on news
events as topics [3], while CCR attempts to make fine-grained dis-
tinctions between relevant and central documents.

A recent development was the introduction of the Knowledge
Base Acceleration (KBA) track at TREC 2012 [16]. Its main goal is
the development of filtering and recommender systems that can aid
human curators in their task of maintaining high quality and up-to-
date knowledge bases. Participating systems either approached the
CCR task as a ranking [6, 17, 25, 41] or as a classification [6, 8, 24]
problem (using either SVM [24] or Random Forest [6, 8] classi-
fiers). The only work that uses a multi-step method is by Bonnefoy
et al. [8]. In this paper, we compare two different multi-step meth-
ods and use a richer feature set.

3. PROBLEM AND DATA DESCRIPTION
Our work is guided by the need to maintain the accuracy and

high quality of knowledge bases. Time, new facts and discoveries
may turn the content outdated or inaccurate. We wish to develop
automated methods that allow editors and content managers to dis-
cover and process new information as it becomes available. We
base our investigations on the task definition, data set, and manual
annotations provided by the TREC 2012 KBA track [16].
Task. The cumulative citation recommendation (CCR) task is de-
fined as follows: given a textual stream consisting of news and
social media content, and an input entity from a knowledge base
(Wikipedia), generate a score for each document based on how per-
tinent it is to the target entity.
Data collection. The data set that has been built for evaluation
purposes is called the KBA Stream Corpus 2012;7 covering the
time period from October 2011 to April 2012, it is composed of
three sources:
6http://dbpedia.org
7http://trec-kba.org/kba-stream-corpus-2012.
shtml
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Figure 1: Document annotation matrix from the TREC 2012
KBA track. The goal of the CCR task is to identify central
documents, i.e., the ones in the top right corner.

• News: global public news wires.

• Social: blogs and forums.

• Linking: content from URLs shortened at bitly.com.

Each stream item (i.e., URL) is time-stamped, uniquely identified
by a stream_id, and has its content fetched. We will refer to
these as stream documents (or documents for short) from now on.
We work with the boilerplate cleansed version of the corpus, i.e.,
the cleansed-only version, but we do not use the provided named
entity annotations. For social documents the content is further sep-
arated into title, body, and anchor fields (for news and linking only
the body field is available).
Topics. The topic set consists of 29 entities (27 persons and 2
organisations), referred to as target entities. These are described
by semistructured articles in a knowledge base, specifically, Wiki-
pedia. Each of these entities is identified uniquely by a urlname.
Target entities were chosen such that they receive a moderate num-
ber of mentions in the stream corpus: between once per day and
once per week. The focus was on entities with complex link graphs
of relationships with other active entities.
Annotation. Annotations are provided along two dimensions: con-
tains mention and relevance. The annotation matrix is shown in
Figure 1. Rows denote whether the document mentions the target
entity explicitly (top) or not (bottom). Columns indicate the level
of relevance, which is judged on a 4-point scale:

• Garbage: not relevant; e.g., spam.

• Neutral: not relevant; nothing can be learned about the target
entity.

• Relevant: relates indirectly to the target entity, e.g., men-
tions topics or events that are likely to have an impact on the
entity.

• Central: relates directly to the target entity, e.g., the entity is
a central figure in the mentioned topics or events.

Note that a document can be relevant, even if it does not mention
the target directly (through relations to other entities mentioned in
the document). Relevance without an explicit mention of the tar-
get entity is, however, a rare case;8 centrality without an explicit
mention never happens. Therefore, we will only be focusing on
documents with explicit mentions, i.e., the top row in Figure 1.

TREC KBA provides training annotation data, i.e., assessor judge-
ments along the two dimensions just discussed, for corpus doc-
uments from the October to December 2011 period. Documents
8This happens in one in twenty cases for real citations in Wiki-
pedia, where most of these are more properly viewed as citations
for related entities that do not yet have a separate Wikipedia article
and are described in a section of an existing article.

Table 1: Entity surface forms for mentions detection.
urlname DBpedia DBpedia-loose

Aharon Barak Aharon Barak Barak
Aaron Barak

Lovebug Starski Lovebug Starski Starski
Love Bug Starski Starsky
DJ Luv Bug Starski
Lovebug Starsky
Love Bug Starsky

from the January to April 2012 period are used for testing. We fol-
low this setup, i.e., we only use pre-2012 documents for training.

Topics were judged by a total of six annotators, where each topic
was in most cases annotated by only one or two assessors. The
inter-annotator agreement on mention vs. non-mention was 97%,
while on relevance ratings it was considerably lower, around 70%.
Annotator disagreements are resolved during scoring by taking the
lowest rating for a given entity-document pair.
Task structure. The aim for systems performing the CCR task is to
replicate the central judgment, that is, to propose documents that
a human would want to cite in the Wikipedia article of the target
entity.9 Participating systems are required to process the corpus in
hourly batches in chronological order. For each hour, systems must
emit a list of documents for each target entity, where documents are
assigned a confidence score in the range of (0, 1000].

4. MULTI-STEP CLASSIFICATION
Ultimately, the question we wish to answer for each stream docu-

ment is this: Is this document worth citing in the entity’s Wikipedia
article? In other words: Is this document central for this entity?
This problem can naturally be cast as a binary classification task.
One main question that arises here is the choice of features; we dis-
cuss this in Section 5. Assuming for now that we have our features
(a potentially large set) specified, it becomes immediately apparent
that computing them for every single document-entity pair is not
feasible at scale—a more efficient solution is required. We already
know from the previous section that central documents always con-
tain an explicit mention of the target entity. Therefore, we develop
a multi-step approach that starts with an entity detection step; this
component is discussed in Section 4.1. We propose two alterna-
tive routes for continuing the processing pipeline. According to the
first method, we only have a single subsequent step where we de-
cide whether the document is central or not; we refer to this as the
2-step approach (Section 4.2). Our second method splits centrality
detection into two steps: first separating non-relevant from relevant
and then separating relevant from central documents; we refer to
this as the 3-step approach (Section 4.3). Figure 2 illustrates the
2-step and 3-step approaches, respectively.

4.1 Identifying entity mentions
This component is responsible for determining whether a given

document possibly contains (a mention of) a specific target entity.
This can easily be seen as a binary classification task, where our
main interest is in recall. On the other hand, we also wish to keep
the number of false positives reasonably low (not only to save com-
putational resources, but more importantly, to prevent propagating
9For the 2013 edition of the track “relevant” and “central” have
been renamed to “useful” and “vital,” to better capture the two op-
erationally different notions of citation worthiness; nevertheless, in
this paper, we stick to the TREC 2012 KBA terminology.
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Figure 2: Multi-step classification approaches. The two-by-four matrixes correspond to the annotation matrix in Figure 1. Squares
with solid borders represent the annotations targeted in that step; no fill means the negative class, fill means the positive class.

errors throughout the entire processing pipeline). Finally, we have
a strong need for efficiency here, as this step has to be performed
for each document-entity pair.

Our solution is to represent each target entity as a set of its sur-
face forms, that is, the names by which this entity is being referred
to. Having this set names(E) constructed, the classification works
as follows:

mentions(D,E) =


1, ∃En ∈ names(E) : contains(D,En)
0, otherwise,

where contains(haystack, needle) denotes a case insensitive string
matching function.

Like many other participants at TREC KBA [4, 8, 12], we use
DBpedia for extracting entity name variants. We consider the fol-
lowing three ways of constructing the set of surface forms; see Ta-
ble 1 for examples.

• urlname: the urlname of the entity after basic cleaning;
that is, we replace “_” with space and remove text in between
brackets (e.g., Basic_Element_(music_group) be-
comes “Basic Element”).

• DBpedia: known name variants of the entity from DBpe-
dia. Specifically, we used DBpedia version 3.7 that is based
on Wikipedia dumps generated in late July 201110 (which is
before the start date of the stream corpus).

• DBpedia-loose: again, we take name variants from DBpe-
dia, but for entities of type person we only consider their last
names.

Note that we do not perform entity disambiguation explicitly; this
is handled implicitly (as part of the centrality detection) in the sub-
sequent step(s).

4.2 2-step approach
Under this approach (Figure 2(a)) we attempt to classify the doc-

ument as central or not in a single step using the features discussed
in Section 5. The feature set and the actual classifier used are
treated as a black box at this point. We use document-entity pairs
labeled as garbage (G) or neutral (N) as negative examples and cen-
tral (C) ones as positive examples. We do not use instances labeled

10http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads37

as relevant (R) here at all, as it would soften the distinction between
the two classes that we are trying to separate.

According to the CCR task setup, each document-entity pair
needs to have a score assigned in the (0, 1000] range. We map
the negative (non-central) predictions to the (0, 500] range and the
positive (central) predictions to the (500, 1000] range. The exact
position within this range is determined based on the confidence
score assigned by the classifier; the higher the confidence in the
negative class the closer the score to 0, the higher the confidence in
the positive class the closer the score to 1000.

4.3 3-step approach
This approach consists of two steps: first, we try to separate rele-

vant and central documents from the garbage and neutral ones (GN
vs. RC). Second, we attempt to further distinguish between relevant
and central (R vs. C). See Figure 2(b) for an illustration. Both steps
are approached as a binary classification task; we use the same set
of features for both steps, but the model is trained differently. For
the first step, G and N are negative examples while R and C are
positive examples. For the second step, R becomes the negative
class and C alone remains the positive class.

Final document scores are also determined in two steps. Docu-
ments that are classified as negative in the first step are mapped to
the (0, 500] range, inversely proportional to the classifier’s confi-
dence (that is, the more confidence in the negative class the closer
the score to 0). In the second step, documents classified as negative
are mapped to (500, 750] and documents classified as positive are
mapped to (750, 1000], based on the classifier’s confidence values.

5. FEATURES
This section presents the features that we develop for the CCR

task. Unlike in other filtering problems, the core issue here is not
topicality; this requires features beyond the term space. We con-
sider four types of features: (1) document features (Section 5.1)
estimate the “citation worthiness” of the document on its own ac-
count, irrespective of the target entity; (2) entity features (Sec-
tion 5.2) are based solely on the target entity; (3) document-entity
features (Section 5.3) capture the relation between a particular doc-
ument and the target entity as well as between the document and
other entities related to the target; (4) temporal features (Section 5.4)
aim to determine points in time where important events for the tar-

http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads37


get entity happen, based on the volume of entity mentions in the
stream as well as based on Wikipedia usage data. Table 2 lists the
features used. Some of these feature functions are instantiated with
different parameter values; for each document-entity pair, we com-
pute 68 feature values in total.

5.1 Document features
We use surface level features that are based solely on the char-

acteristics of the document (D) and are independent of the target
entity: the length of various document fields (Df ), such as body,
title, and anchor text (LEN(Df )), and the source type (SRC(D)).
Further, we perform language detection to determine whether the
document is written in English (LANG(D)).

Admittedly, these are simple ideas that are not expected to de-
liver a solid performance on their own. Nevertheless, they are
meant to represent an important group of features; one could con-
sider more advanced document attributes here for inclusion, for ex-
ample, related to credibility [43] or readability [36].

5.2 Entity features
We consider the number of entities that are known to be related

to the target entity (i.e., already recorded as related in the knowl-
edge base), REL(E). For convenience, we collected related enti-
ties from DBpedia (note that this could have been obtained directly
from Wikipedia as well). We took all triples in which the target
stood as the subject and considered all object entities as related.

While listed under the temporal block in Table 2, there are two
additional features that may be considered here, as entity features:
WPV(E) and SV(E). These attempt to measure the extent to
which a target entity is likely to attract citations (cf. Section 5.4).
As these functions have the target entity as their only parameter,
they can also be seen as entity priors.

5.3 Document-entity features
The top seven feature functions in the third block of Table 2

are selected to characterise the occurrences of the target entity in
the document: the number of occurrences in different document
fields (N(Df , E)), the first and last positions in the document body
(FPOS(D,E) and LPOS(D,E)), and the “spread” of the entity’s
mentions across the document body (SPR(D,E)). The latter three
have a normalised variant too (FPOSn(D,E), LPOSn(D,E), and
SPRn(D,E)), where absolute values are divided by the length of
the document, thus scaling it to [0..1]. We compute these feature
values using both strict and loose name matching (18 values in to-
tal). For strict matches we use the entity name variants from DB-
pedia; for loose matched we use only the last names of persons.
These correspond to the DBpedia and DBpedia-loose settings, re-
spectively, in Section 4.1.

The next feature, REL(Df , E) is about other entities, known to
be related to the target, and counts their mentions in various docu-
ment fields (body, title, and anchor text).

The last three features measure the textual similarity between
the stream document and the target entity’s article in the knowl-
edge base, that is, the entity’s Wikipedia page. We use Jaccard
similarity, cosine similarity with TF-IDF term weighting, and the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between language models built from
the document and from the entity’s Wikipedia page (using Dirich-
let smoothing with the smoothing parameter µ set to the average
document length in the collection).

5.4 Temporal features
Temporal features are meant to capture if something is happen-

ing around the target entity at a given point in time. We present

Table 2: Features grouped by type. Source can be stream (S),
knowledge base (KB), or usage data (U). Value can be numeri-
cal (N), categorical (C), or boolean (B).

Feature Src. Val.

Document features

LEN(Df ) Length (i.e., term count) of document
field f

S N

SRC(D) Document source (news, social, or
linking)

S C

LANG(D) Whether the document’s language is
English

S B

Entity features

REL(E) Number of related entities KB N

Document-entity features

N(Df , E) No. of occurrences of the target entity
in document field f

S N

FPOS(D,E) Term position of the first occurrence
of E in document body

S N

FPOSn(D,E) FPOS(D,E) normalised by the doc-
ument length

S N

LPOS(D,E) Term position of the last occurrence
of E in document body

S N

LPOSn(D,E) LPOS(D,E) normalised by the doc-
ument length

S N

SPR(D,E) Spread, i.e., distance between first
and last occurrences

S N

SPRn(D,E) SPR(D,E) normalised by the docu-
ment length

S N

REL(Df , E) Number of different related entities
mentioned in document field f

S N

SIMjac(D,E) Jaccard similarity between the docu-
ment and the entity’s Wikipedia page

S,KB N

SIMcos(D,E) Cosine similarity between the docu-
ment and the entity’s Wikipedia page

S,KB N

SIMkl(D,E) KL-divergence between the docu-
ment and the entity’s Wikipedia page

S,KB N

Temporal features

WPV(E) Average hourly Wikipedia page views
(over the training period)

U N

WPV(E, h) Wikipedia page views volume in the
past h hours

U N

∆WPV(E, h) Change in Wikipedia page views vol-
ume in the past h hours

U N

WPB(E, h) Burst in Wikipedia page views in the
past h hours

U B

SV(E) Average hourly stream volume (over
the training period)

S N

SV(E, h) Stream volume in the past h hours S N
∆SV(E, h) Change in stream volume in the past

h hours
S N

SB(E, h) Burst in stream volume in the past h
hours

S B



score

Target entity: Aharon Barak

urlname stream_id

Cutoff

1000
500
500
480
450
430
428
428
380
380
375
315
263

1328055120'f6462409e60d2748a0adef82fe68b86d
1328057880'79cdee3c9218ec77f6580183cb16e045
1328057280'80fb850c089caa381a796c34e23d9af8
1328056560'450983d117c5a7903a3a27c959cc682a
1328056560'450983d117c5a7903a3a27c959cc682a
1328056260'684e2f8fc90de6ef949946f5061a91e0
1328056560'be417475cca57b6557a7d5db0bbc6959
1328057520'4e92eb721bfbfdfa0b1d9476b1ecb009
1328058660'807e4aaeca58000f6889c31c24712247
1328060040'7a8c209ad36bbb9c946348996f8c616b
1328063280'1ac4b6f3a58004d1596d6e42c4746e21
1328064660'1a0167925256b32d715c1a3a2ee0730c
1328062980'7324a71469556bcd1f3904ba090ab685
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Aharon_Barak

Figure 3: Illustration of a possible list of scores generated for a
given entity at an given time slot. The cutoff value here is 400.

features based on two sources. First, we use Wikipedia page view
statistics, as a form of “social” signal; this data is publicly available
and is organised into hourly batches.11 We use the average hourly
page views (WPV(E)) as a general measure of the popularity of
the entity. Further, we use the page views volume in the past h
hours, both as an absolute value (WPV(E, h)) and relative to the
normal volume, observed up until h hours before the document’s
appearance (∆WPV(E, h)); if the increase is more than twice the
normal volume, we consider it to be a burst (WPB(E, h)).

Second, we use the volume of documents in the stream that men-
tion the target entity (using name variants from DBpedia for entity
detection). As with the Wikipedia page views, we compute abso-
lute and relative volumes (SV(E), SV(E, h), and ∆SV(E, h)),
and detect bursts (SB(E, h)).

We took great care to ensure that all the data taken into account
was generated before the creation of the particular stream document
that is being looked at (specifically, before the hour in which the
document appears in the stream). All timestamps were normalised
to Zulu time. For the time intervals we considered values h =
{1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 24}; that amounts to 38 temporal features in total.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section presents the experimental evaluation of our multi-

step classification approaches on the CCR task.

6.1 Evaluation methodology
We follow the evaluation methodology of the TREC 2012 KBA

track. Recall that for each target entity, documents (that mention
the entity) are assigned a confidence score in the range of (0, 1000]
with respect to how likely it is for a human to cite that document.
Scoring is done by sweeping a confidence cutoff from 0 to 1000
in steps of 50; documents with a score above this threshold are
treated as positive instances (i.e., identified as relevant or “citation
worthy”). To illustrate, Figure 3 shows how the cutoff value is used
in deciding the set of relevant (or positive) documents in a stream,
for a given target entity. The scoring tool then computes preci-
sion, recall, and F-score (F1) for each entity and for each cutoff
value, with respect to the assessors’ judgements (see Section 3).
We also report on scale utility (SU), a metric from general infor-
mation filtering that is used to evaluate the ability for a system to
accept relevant and reject non-relevant documents from a document
stream [37].

11http://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/
pagecounts-raw/

Table 3: Results of entity mention identification: total number
of document-entity pairs found (#D-E), recall (R), and the ratio
of false positives (FP).
Entity Training period Testing period
identification #D-E R FP #D-E R FP

urlname 23,160 .862 .540 41,248 .842 .559
DBpedia 37,905 .974 .682 70,411 .974 .701
DBpedia-loose 5,550,788 .991 .998 12,514,137 .994 .998

6.2 Identifying entity mentions
We start our evaluation with the first component of our classifi-

cation pipeline: identifying entity mentions. This step is common
to both the 2-step and 3-step approaches and is responsible for se-
lecting documents for downstream processing (see Figure 2). Our
objectives for this filtering component are to maintain high recall
and, at the same, to keep false positives at a low rate.

Table 3 presents the results for the three different entity iden-
tification methods introduced in Section 4.1. We find that using
the urlname alone for detecting entity mentions performs sur-
prisingly well, achieving a recall of 86.2% and 84.2% on the train-
ing and testing periods, respectively. Adding known name variants
from DBpedia pushes recall to 97.4% (on both splits); this also
brings along an over 25% increase in false positive rate. Consid-
ering loose matches (i.e., only the last names of persons) results in
nearly perfect recall; however, 99.8% of these matches do not refer
to the target entity. We conclude that using DBpedia variants with
strict matches, i.e., the middle row in Table 3, provides a balanced
setting. It provides sufficiently high recall, without having to work
with orders of magnitude more data in the subsequent classification
step(s) than it is necessary. In the remainder of the paper we will
be using the DBpedia identification method.

6.3 2-step vs. 3-step classification
Before we present results on the end-to-end CCR task, we briefly

discuss the different experimental settings we use. Following the
official TREC KBA evaluation, we consider two relevance levels:
(i) only central documents are accepted as positive (denoted as C)
and (ii) both relevant and central documents are treated as posi-
tive (denoted as R+C). Further, we present two alternative ways of
determining confidence cutoffs: (i) using a single cutoff value that
maximises F1/SU across all entities (this reflects the idea that a sin-
gle value would need to be set for the whole system) and (ii) setting
the cutoff values on a per-entity basis so that F1/SU is maximised
for each individual entity (this is an “oracle” setting to show the full
potential of a given method). We compute macro-averaged scores
in all cases. We use the features introduced in Section 5 and employ
two decision tree classifiers: J48 and Random Forest (RF). Imple-
mentations are based on the Weka machine learning toolkit [44]
and use default parameter settings.12 Note that it is not our interest
to squeeze out every bit of performance by tweaking the classifiers’
parameters. Instead, our goal is to compare the 2-step and 3-step
approaches, where we treat classifiers as black boxes. Table 4 dis-
plays the results.

Comparing the two classifiers (rows 1 vs. 2 and 3 vs. 4), we find
that RF outperforms J48 in all but one case (single cutoff, C, F1).
The difference between the two, however, is subtle (below 5%),
with the exception of SU scores in the central (C) setting (for both
types of cutoff computations), where it is above 15%.

12We also experimented with Naive Bayes and SVM, but the per-
formance of those were far below that of decision trees.

http://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/pagecounts-raw/
http://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/pagecounts-raw/


Table 4: CCR results using (i) a single cutoff value for all enti-
ties (columns 2–5) and (ii) using the best cutoff value for each
entity (columns 6–10). Best scores are typeset boldface.

Method
Single cutoff Per-entity cutoff
C R+C C R+C

F1 SU F1 SU F1 SU F1 SU

2-step J48 .360 .263 .649 .630 .394 .292 .708 .710
2-step RF .352 .342 .668 .657 .412 .427 .715 .736

3-step J48 .335 .300 .685 .673 .379 .328 .703 .697
3-step RF .351 .347 .691 .673 .395 .423 .710 .721

HLTCOE [24] .359 .402 .492 .555 .416 .481 .508 .576
UDel [26] .355 .331 .597 .591 .365 .419 .597 .613

When it comes to the 2-step vs. 3-step approaches (rows 1–2 vs.
3–4), the winner is not immediately apparent. For the more stable
classifier, RF, all score differences are below 5%. With J48 the re-
sults are mixed; for example, for C, the 2-step approach has higher
F1 scores, but the 3-step approach performs better in terms of SU.
Both the 2-step and 3-step approaches gain approximately equal
benefits when moving from single to per-entity cutoff (columns 2–
5 vs. 6–9), but the improvement is more substantial for C than for
R+C. Overall, our preferred choice is the 2-step approach (specifi-
cally, with the RF classifier) as it performs at the same level while
being considerably simpler than the 3-step strategy.

For reference, we also included the two best performing official
runs from TREC 2012. Our F1 scores for C are at same level as
those of the TREC best; SU scores are between those of HLTCOE
and UDel. When relevant documents are also accepted (R+C), our
methods perform noticeably better than the best TREC approaches.

7. FEATURE ANALYSIS
In this section we perform an analysis of our features with the

help of an information gain-based feature selection algorithm [46].
Table 5 reports the highest and lowest ranked features for three dif-
ferent classification settings: (1) non-relevant (G and N) vs. rele-
vant (R and C), (2) non-relevant (G and N) vs. central (C), and (3)
relevant (R) vs. central (C).

The first question we wish to answer is the following: Which
(types of) features work best? Entity features perform very well in
all settings; here, we mean not only the number of related entities
(REL(E)), but also stream volume (SV(E)) and Wikipedia page
views (WPV(E)). It is somewhat surprising that the strongest fea-
tures all work as a kind of prior and do not consider document
content at all. The next best type of features is entity-document.
Specifically, variants on the similarity between the document’s con-
tent and the entity’s Wikipedia page (SIM(D,E)) and the spread
and number of entity mentions in the document’s body (SPR(D,E),
N(Df , E)) are found to be particularly useful. There is no tempo-
ral feature (apart from the general volume related ones discussed
already) that would stand out as universally beneficial. The lowest
ranked features are entity and related entity mentions in the title
and anchor fields. This is not unreasonable, given that these fields
exist only for social documents (cf. Section 3).

Our second question is concerned with the differences between
the three classification settings in Table 5. Do we find the same
features to work best everywhere? In general, this seems to be the
case; the really effective features (entity priors, entity-document
similarity, spread, etc.) are among the top ones for all three settings.
We find fewer volume-change-related features among the top ones

(none in the top 10 actually) in R vs. C than for GN vs. RC or
GN vs. C. We also find that document language (LANG(D)) is
the second-worst feature for R vs. C, while it is moderately useful
in the other two settings.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have addressed the cumulative citation recom-

mendation (CCR) task for knowledge base acceleration (KBA).
This task aims at identifying central documents from a content
stream that would imply modifications to the attributes or relations
of the given target entity in a given knowledge base (Wikipedia).
We have introduced two multi-step classification approaches for
this task that consist of two and three binary classification steps,
respectively; hence, they have been termed 2-step and 3-step ap-
proaches. Both methods share the first component, which is con-
cerned with the identification of entity mentions in documents based
on various (known) surface forms of the entity. Subsequent steps
use a total of 68 features that fall into four main categories: doc-
ument, entity, document-entity, and temporal. We have performed a
thorough experimental evaluation and comparison of our approaches
using two decision tree classifiers (J48 and Random Forest), two
relevance levels, and two alternative ways of determining confi-
dence cutoffs. Both approaches performed very similarly, which
makes 2-step approach the preferred choice given its relative sim-
plicity. Further, we have shown that our approaches achieve very
competitive performance compared to systems participating in the
TREC 2012 KBA track and that they represent the current state-of-
the-art. Finally, our feature analysis revealed that the most useful
features are the ones related to the entity’s connectedness and pop-
ularity, followed by features that capture the similarity between the
document and the entity’s Wikipedia article.

While relevant documents can be identified very effectively with
our current features, separating between relevant and central docu-
ments remains to be challenging. In future work we are planning
to extend our set of features with additional ones that are better in
capturing this fine distinction.
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